
LESSON 6
4+ PRIMARY COURSE OF SOCIAL COMPETENCY

OBJECTIVES: 

Developing audio attention and imagination, understanding main emotional conditions of a human being 
and means of their expression

LIST OF TASKS:

• Group game — "In the Forest"; purpose: to develop an understanding of gestures 

• Role game — "On the Pond"; purpose: to understand different emotions by use of mimicry

• Individual task — "Hat for the Gnome"; purpose: to improve knowledge about emotional states and means
of expression; required equipment: Attachment 11, colored pencils - for each child

• Group game — "Four is a Crowd"; purpose: to develop listening skills, memory and imagination

• Role game — "Flower, Grow up!"; purpose: to develop imagination

• Role game — "Butterflies"; purpose: to relax the body

Personal folders for each child, soft toy Bear Bucha
Note 1: The descriptions of the tasks are general guidelines, keeping in mind that personal input and creativity 
are encouraged throughout the program. 
Note 2: The context of each paragraph is teacher speaking and engaging children.
Note 3: "…" indicates children have performed the task.
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GROUP GAME — "IN THE FOREST"

Teacher: Hello, everyone! While Bear Bucha and I were on our way to see you, he told me about something that 
happened to him in the forest. Let’s stand in a circle. I will describe a situation and with your body language you 
will role play.
(Teacher is reading the text and is showing different movements, and children are repeating). 

Teacher: A deer (hands on head with fingers spread out like antlers)… has a house (show a roof with hands over 
the head)… that is big (arms spread out, showing how big the house is)… It is looking out of the window (one arm 
is horizontal on the breast level, the elbow of another arm is on that arm, hold chin with the palm)… A rabbit
is running in the forest (imitate running with fingers)… and knocks on the deer’s door: "Knock-knock, open the door 
(imitate knocking)…, over there in the forest (showing back over the shoulder with a fist and pointed toe)… there is a 
hunter (imitate aiming with a rifle)…, he is angry (show an angry face)… Come in quickly (imitate opening 
the door)…, give me your paw (stretch the hand for a handshake)…" Let’s shake each other’s hands… 

ROLE GAME — "ON THE POND"

Teacher: Good job! You know, Bear Bucha has become use to our mirrors and he complains that there are 
no mirrors in the forest, and that the inhabitants of the forest can’t see how they look — for example, whether 
or not they are clean or need to arrange up their fur. What other methods can we use to check our appearance 
if we don’t have a mirror nearby? 
(Children answer: Reflection on the surface of furniture, polished metal or water). 
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Teacher: Now, I will tell you a story about a raccoon. Once upon a time, there was a little raccoon. His mom asked 
him to go to the pond and bring fish home for dinner. The raccoon went to the pond, very happy and proud. 
On his way to the pond he met a rabbit who asked him whether or not he was afraid of someone living in the pond. 
Although brave, the raccoon started to worry. When he approached the pond, he saw someone there. Yes, 
"someone" does live in the pond and was looking at the raccoon. He tried to scary this "someone" but the one 
in the pond also made a scary face. Our raccoon got scared and ran to his mother for help. By now you probably 
guessed who it is that lives in the pond. Let’s show how this happened. 
(Teacher chooses a child for the role of the raccoon. The rest of children are standing in a circle and demonstrating 
a still water surface). 

Teacher: The raccoon is approaching the pond and shows different gestures of anger which are copied 
by the others. 
(Children perform the task. Then other children become the raccoon and demonstrate other negative emotions, 
teacher names them — fear, sadness, disgust, etc.). 

Teacher: And does anyone know what advice can we give the raccoon to make friends with the "someone" who 
is living in the pond. 
(Children answer: Show happiness). 

Teacher: That’s correct, you understood very well. That’s what the raccoon did, following his mother’s advice, 
he smiled. Since then he always goes to the pond for fish and comes back with a big bag. Show me your smiles.
(Children perform the task).
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INDIVIDUAL TASK — "HAT FOR THE GNOME"

Teacher: Now, let’s sit at the table and I will give you a task. 
(Teacher hands out Attachment 11 for each child). 

Teacher: There are six gnomes in front of you. Please choose a gnome that’s sad 
and color his hat in blue… Now find a gnome that’s angry and color his hat in red… 
Next, color the hat of the scared gnome with the brown color… Please find a gnome 
that appears calm and color his hat with green… Now, look carefully and color 
the hat of the surprised gnome with grey… And finally, color the hat of the happy 
gnome with yellow… You can continue coloring the clothes of the gnomes as you 
like. 
(Children perform the task). 

GROUP GAME — "FOUR IS A CROWD"

Teacher: Great! Let’s see how attentive you are. I will name four emotional states at a time. I will then point 
to a person whose role will be to find the word that does not correspond with the others.
(Teacher names, children guess — Joy, good nature, responsiveness, greed. Sadness, resentment, guilt, joy. 
Productiveness, laziness, greed, envy. Greed, anger, envy, responsiveness. Sadness, grief, joy, rage. Joy, fun, delight, 
anger. Joy, fun, happiness, disappointment, etc.).

Attachment 11 
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ROLE GAME — "FLOWER, GROW UP!"

Teacher: You are all working very hard and getting better and better. Now, imagine that you are a flower… But you 
haven’t grown up yet. You are a little seed that’s been planted. Let’s squat and hide our heads… On my count you 
will start growing up… I will be watering you. Here are the legs of the flowers coming out, here are the hands, 
and here’s the flower-head… And now, the flower is growing up and up… We stretch slowly up and in the end we 
jump up…
(Children are following teacher and perform the task). 

ROLE GAME — "BUTTERFLIES"

Teacher: Good job! See how many beautiful flowers are here. Now, move around the room, imagining that you 
are all beautiful butterflies that came to our flower garden… You are flying among the flowers and enjoying their 
beauty… You sit on a branch and rest on the grass, you fly and play with your fellow butterfly friends…
(Children perform the task).

Teacher: Good job! And now, let’s collect all the pencils, put back the chairs so that the room is nice and clean. 
Let’s say "Good-bye" to each other and to Bear Bucha and let’s smile. Have a great week! 
(Teacher collects the completed tasks, signing them on the reverse side, and puts them into the child’s personal 
folder).


